Corporate Communications/Brand Identity/Marks

American Institute of Graphic Arts. Symbol Signs, Department of Transportation, 1975.  


Diethelm, D. Form and Communication, ABC Verlag, Zurich, 1974.  


**Design Criticism/Theory**


**Graphic Designer/Studios**


Balcells, Carmen/Neruda, Pablo. *Behind the Seen, Studio Dumbar*, Verlag Herman Schmidt Mainz, Germany, 1996


**History of Design**


**Industrial Designers**


Editrice, Electa. From the Spoon to the Town Through the Work of 100 Designers, Stampato, Italy, 1983.


MacCarthy, Fiona. *All Things Bright and Beautiful, Design in Britain 1830 to Today*, University of Toronto Press, Toronto, 1972.


**Information, Packaging and Environmental Design**


Lohse, Richard P. New Design in Exhibitions, Switzerland, 1953.


Magazines, Annuals and Journals

AIrGA Graphic Design USA, Volume 1-17, American Institute of Graphic Artists, NY.
Communication Arts, Coyne and Blanchard, Palo Alto, Ca (1969-)
Design Quarterly, Walker Arts Center, Minneapolis (1954-1996)
Emigre, Emigre Graphics, Berkeley (1991-)
Eye, Quantum Publishing, UK.
Graphis Design, Graphis Press Corp., NY (1988-)
ID, Beachhead of Delaware, Inc., NY.
Metropolis, Belleophon, NY.
Novum Gebrauchsgrahik, F. Bruckmann, Munchen, Germany (1972-)
Print, Print Publishing Corp., NY.

Process of Design


Survey of Design


Cato, Ken. First Choice: Leading International Designers Select the Best of Their Own Work, Roseville East, 1996.
Cato, Ken, editor. Hindsight: thirty of the world’s leading designers give their personal response to some of the most frequently asked questions about graphic design, North Ryde, NSW: Craftsman House, 1998.


**Typography**


*Sette Alphabeti*, Milan, Italy, 1554 (reprinted in 1971)


**Web/Interactive Design**
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